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PATH TO THE MYSTERY OF THE CENTER
The 10-year anniversary exhibition and art event of the Napút Art Academy

Piliscsaba, 29 September - 1 October 2017

On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the NAPÚT Art Academy and the 110th 
anniversary of the artistic impulse of Rudolf Steiner, an undertaking to host a jubilee 
painting exhibition and art event, inviting artists from the related arts, representatives of 
artistic institutions and prominent art experts from Europe. 
Apart from presenting the achievements of the Academy in the fi eld of painting, it 
intends to lend space and support - with the intention of forming a community - to a 
new, experimental form, which invites separate artistic groups and theoretical lecturers 
to take part in a process of shared creation, thus realizing a universal arts creation. 
We think of the event created through nearly a hundred participants as a single joint 
creation, through the composition of painting, drama, music, eurythmy, architecture as 
well as lectures of thoughts.

The central theme of this universal arts creation is: The PATH TO THE MYSTERY OF THE 
CENTER.
We are endeavoring to create organic art which not only grants an experience, but 
elevates, and not only elevates, but purifi es, and not only purifi es, but shows the way to 
our shared spiritual home.
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PROGRAM
VENUE:

For the site of our jubilee exhibition and event, we chose the beautiful, organic building 
complex created by Hungarian architect, Imre Makovecz: the Pázmány Péter Catholic 
University.

• Installation: Within this sacral space we will erect the wooden structure reminiscent 
of the interior of a church, on which we will exhibit our paintings.

• Dramatized arrangement: The arrangement of the images will adhere to the 
dramaturgy of the theme of paintings in order to evoke the mood of mystery 
inherent in the art.

EXHIBITION:

The theme of our exhibition of paintings is: EAST-WEST, FINDING THE NEW CENTER. We 
have been working on this rich theme over the past year, presenting the preliminary 
material in November 2016 in Komarno, Slovakia.

• Paintings: we plan on creating and exhibiting approximately 100 new paintings 
relying on the sources of eastern and western art.

• Winged altar piece and iconostasis: As the main work of art, we will use these 
two forms of images as representatives of the western and eastern art, which the 
erected installation will combine into a single work, showing the way to the mystery 
of the European center.

EVENT:

The exhibition on display for a month will be introduced by a two-day event, which will 
be hosted at the 400-capacity theater hall at the venue, entitled PATH TO THE MYSTERY 
OF THE CENTER. As a composition of theoretical lectures and productions of various 
branches of art which complement one another, we will create a social universal work 
of art.

• Lectures: The invited foreign and Hungarian lecturers will touch on the possibilities 
for the development of art and issues of fate which concern all of us, in the light of 
Anthroposophy.

• Artistic productions: The various artistic productions will mainly present the new 
endeavors of eurythmy, song and music, and drama. All works will be specifi cally 
designed for this occasion, through the involvement of a total of approximately 
100 artists. This will include performances from new genres, for example, the 
dramatization of paintings and scientifi c essays.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

1. Presenting to the public and celebrating the educational experiences, artistic 
work and community-building results of the NAPÚT Art Academy nurtured over the 
course of ten years. 

2. Inviting the various anthroposphic artistic groups of Hungary to take part in a joint 
creation. Facilitating the discourse between the various branches of art.

3. Disseminating the art inspired by anthroposophy, revealing its inherent opportunities 
and raising these into the consciousness of contemporary art. 

4. Initiating a regular, long-term cooperation with the participating artists, creating an 
annual forum.

5. Indentifying new partners within the realm of economic operators and developing 
a long-term cooperation with them.

FUTURE GOALS

6. Creating a shared art studio and theater hall.
7. To further strengthen our international partner relationships, developing opportunities 

for cooperation and shared creation.
8. Our image for the distant future is to develop an anthroposophic European art 

network.
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ABOUT NAPÚT
The Napút Art Academy is Hungary‘s fi rst anthroposophic art school and creative 
community. It was established in 2007 by painter Zoltán Döbröntei, industrial artist József 
Zsolt Simon and organizer Ágnes Zsók on the one hundred year anniversary of Rudolf 
Steiner‘s artistic impulse. Currently, we are working with 30 adult artists and 150 supporters 
who help through their continuous interest in our work. We organize annual group 
exhibitions treating a shared theme, as well as 5-10 individual exhibitions. Our paintings 
were exhibited abroad in Switzerland and Slovakia and our works have appeared at 
major international conferences.

The three pillars of our academy consist of artistic education, professional creation and 
a supportive community.

EDUCATION

• Adult training: We‘ve established our weekend training for artists, industrial artists 
and teachers taking place every 3 weeks. 

• Modern studies: Apart from lectures on artistic and social issues and Bothmer-
gymnastic classes, based on the artistic approach of Rudolf Steiner, we apply new 
studies in the classical technique of oil painting. 

• Image reading: During the work of the past 10 years, we‘ve developed an image-
observation method through which the viewer can go beyond the mentality of an 
image to approximate its spiritual subject.

• Youth branch: Two years ago, we began our KISNAPÚT weekend courses and 
summer camps for the 15-20 year old age group.

• Artistic education: In the fi eld of the renewal of art education, we organize training 
sessions for Waldorf teachers in various locations throughout the country.

CREATION

• Individual creation: We place a great deal of emphasis on individual work. We 
follow neither classic traditions, nor the current trends of the age.

• Spiritual realism: Through our themes, we strive to capture spiritual reality, yet our 
works are created in the spirit of a naturally simple and healthy creation.

• Figural representation: In the age of computer screens, we feel it‘s highly important 
to prevent the human hand from losing its fundamental depictive intelligence. 

• International art colonies: We host annual camps with the involvement of nearly 
60 participants arriving from Belgium, France, the United States of America and 
Australia.

COMMUNITY

• Shared creation: Through the creation of joint works, we can experience how we 
complement each other‘s talents. In this manner we can gain knowledge on the 
interrelated and impregnating relationship of community and art.

• Works in workplaces: We seek to fi nd a home for our works in schools, offi ces, social 
institutions and doctors‘ offi ces, since the communities ask for and experience the 
curative effect of the paintings.  

• Christian holidays: through the involvement of multiple branches of art, we seek to 
lend a shape to these signifi cant days and we can experience their powerful and 
benefi cial community-forming effect.
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OUR MISSION
The 10-year work of the Academy is fundamentally oriented by a single question: how 
can art serve community?

Art needs community and community needs arts which helps restore man‘s spiritual 
dignity. Man can only take part in the events of the future with a spiritual presence 
to the degree that man fi nds his ties with art and has the strength to develop his 
own art. If artists set an example in creation towards a mutual goal, they can teach 
man and the people of Europe about peaceful co-existence. If we are capable 
of connecting lofty theories with the active practice of life through art, we can 
connect Heaven with Earth. Artists must undertake the role of educating the people 
in order to allow a greater number of people to yet again benefi t from the gifts of 
art.  

For all of these purposes, we tirelessly keep seeking out new forms of encountering the 
community which allows for insights into the productive process of creation.

Zoltán Döbröntei, Painter, Director of NMA
Zsolt József Simon, Designer, Director of NMA

Edina Bíró, member of the directorate of the NMA
Tímea Cserni, strategic adviser 
Helga Hódosi, organizer, member of the directorate of the NMA 
Mária Mesterházy, artistic director
Ágnes Zsók, fi nancial adviser

CONTACTS
Point of contact: Helga Hódosi  
E-mail address: hodosihelga@gmail.com
Telephone: + 36 70/ 386 60 64  
Mail address: Hungary, 2083 Solymár, Madách utca 24.  
Website: www.naputasok.hu
Our institution is present on Facebook.
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MAJOR EXHIBITIONS

2012. Budapest: “The heart, as man's fate-organ”
2012.  Dornach, Switzerland: “Halak” (Fishes) exhibition /A collective exhibition of 

Napút /
2013.  Budapest: “Ecce homo” exhibition and conference. Self-organized 

conference at the fi rst Hungarian community bank where we started a 
discourse between domestic anthroposophic physicians, fi nancial experts 
and artists.

2014.  Budapest: “1914-2014” International antroposophic conference in Budapest, 
on the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of World War I., where we 
presented possible representations of the war in painting across three, large-
size iconostases./

2015.  Komarno: “The Courage of Depiction” /An exhibition of the works of Zoltán 
Döbröntei, which included appearances from related arts./

2016.  Komarno: “Átkelő” / The thematic Napút exhibition in the subject of East and 
West./

2016.  “Images of Healing" / as part of the international anthroposophic dental 
conference/

INSTITUTIONAL PRESENCE

Our composition entitled "Cantata profana" consisting of nine, large-size paintings, 
which includes the work of ten artists, was accommodated by the Göllner Mária 
Regional Waldorf school.
Additionally, our works are present in three Waldorf school of the county, as well as 
in the offi ces of doctors and lawyers.
We also have an ongoing opportunity to exhibit works at the gallery of the Sophianum 
Anthroposophic Center in Budapest.




